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Introduction
At the end of five different tractates of the Talmud, we find the following
teaching:
Rabbi Eleazar said in the name of Rabbi Hanina: The disciples of the wise
increase peace in the world, as it says, And all your children shall be
taught of the Lord, and great shall be the peace of your children
[banayikh] (Isa. 54:13). Read not banayikh [“your children”] but bonayikh
[“your builders”] (Berakhot 64a, cf. Yevamot 122b, Nazir 66b, Keritot
28b, Tamid 32b).
Genuine Torah scholars are supposed to be builders of society, and
increase peace in the world. When rabbis and scholars are seeking
heaven and communal unity, their Torah scholarship is the ideal tool to
unite diverse people.
The Talmud celebrates the diversity of the Jewish people by coining a
blessing:
Rabbi Hamnuna further said: If one sees a crowd of Israelites, he should
say: Blessed is He who discerns secrets (Berakhot 58a).
Rather than considering conformity a blessing, the Talmud idealizes
diversity as something for which God deserves praise. We seek Jewish
[1]
unity, but not conformity.
Command of a multiplicity of opinions, the hallmark of a Torah scholar,
can be used to teach the many legitimate avenues into Torah. The
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sixteenth-century commentator Rabbi Samuel Eidels (Maharsha) explains
that God revealed the Torah in the presence of 600,000 Israelites because
[2]
the Torah can be interpreted in 600,000 different ways!
Although the
cliché “two Jews, three opinions” may be true, a more telling adage would
be, “one learned Jew, dozens of opinions.” When Torah scholars learn
sources in their depth, they realize that every single point is debated by
the greatest rabbinic minds. The dazzling range of possibilities teaches
uncertainty, and also that people can hold significantly different opinions
and still be unified under the roof of the Torah.
We live in an age of terrible fragmentation. Whereas debates are
hardwired into Jewish tradition, rifts are detrimental to the Jewish
community. Often, rifts arise when each side adopts a partial truth from
within tradition to the near-exclusion of another partial truth held by the
other side. Good Torah scholarship, in its attempt to navigate the two
halves, offers an opportunity to build bridges and mend these rifts.
In this essay, we will briefly survey a few areas pertaining to (1) relations
between Orthodox Jews; (2) relations between Orthodox and nonOrthodox Jews; and (3) relations between Jews and non-Jews. The guiding
principle is that a faithful commitment to Torah and unity coupled with
the range of opinions from within tradition offers models to build bridges
and mend rifts without demanding conformity.
Within Orthodoxy
Religious Authority of Midrash
Jewish tradition venerates earlier rabbinic scholarship, and places a
premium on the Talmud and other midrashic collections. Simultaneously,
the peshat school from the post-talmudic Geonim down to the present has
established that the biblical text remains at the center of inquiry, and
non-legal rabbinic teachings are not binding. The scholarly pursuit of
[3]
truth in Torah is imperative.
Many within the Orthodox world adopt only half of that truth at the
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expense of the other. One side dogmatically adopts talmudic and
midrashic teachings as literal, and insists that this position is required as
part of having faith in the teachings of the Sages. Another group
dismisses the talmudic traditions as being far removed from biblical text
and reality. The first group accuses the second of denigration of the
Sages, whereas the second group accuses the first of being
fundamentalists who ignore science and scholarship.
The truth is, this rift has been around for a long time. Rambam
lamented this very imbalance in the twelfth century in his introduction to
Perek Helek in tractate Sanhedrin. He divided Jews into three categories:
The first group is the largest one…They understand the teachings of the
sages only in their literal sense, in spite of the fact that some of their
teachings when taken literally, seem so fantastic and irrational that if one
were to repeat them literally, even to the uneducated, let alone
sophisticated scholars, their amazement would prompt them to ask how
anyone in the world could believe such things true, much less edifying.
The members of this group are poor in knowledge. One can only regret
their folly. Their very effort to honor and to exalt the sages in accordance
with their own meager understanding actually humiliates them. As God
lives, this group destroys the glory of the Torah of God and says the
opposite of what it intended. For He said in His perfect Torah, “The
nation is a wise and understanding people” (Deut. 4:6)…
Such individuals are pious, but foolish. They misunderstand the intent of
the Sages, and draw false conclusions in the name of religion.
Misguided as this first group is, at least it is preferable to the second
group, which also takes the words of the Sages literally but rejects their
teachings as a result:
The second group is also a numerous one. It, too, consists of persons who,
having read or heard the words of the sages, understand them according
to their simple literal sense and believe that the sages intended nothing
else than what may be learned from their literal interpretation.
Inevitably, they ultimately declare the sages to be fools, hold them up to
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contempt, and slander what does not deserve to be slandered…. The
members of this group are so pretentiously stupid that they can never
attain genuine wisdom…. This is an accursed group, because they
attempt to refute men of established greatness whose wisdom has been
demonstrated to competent men of science....
The first group is reverent to the Sages, whereas the second group is
open to science and scholarship and therefore rejects the Sages and their
teachings. Both groups fail because of their fundamental
misunderstanding of the Sages.
Rambam then celebrates that rare ideal scholar, who combines
those two half-truths into the whole truth:
There is a third group. Its members are so few in number that it is hardly
appropriate to call them a group…. This group consists of men to whom
the greatness of our sages is clear…. They know that the sages did not
speak nonsense, and it is clear to them that the words of the sages
contain both an obvious and a hidden meaning. Thus, whenever the sages
spoke of things that seem impossible, they were employing the style of
[4]
riddle and parable which is the method of truly great thinkers....
In addition to Rambam’s insistence on the fact that the Sages did
not always mean their words literally, we must add that the greatest
peshat commentators, from Rabbi Saadiah Gaon to Rashi to Ibn Ezra to
Ramban to Abarbanel and so many others, venerated the Sages without
being bound by all of their non-legal comments. These rabbinic thinkers
combine reverence for the Sages with a commitment to scholarship and
[5]
integrity to the text of the Torah.
[6]

Openness to Non-Orthodox and Non-Jewish Scholarship
Jewish tradition’s commitment to truth should lead us to accept the truth
[7]
from whoever says it. Rambam lived by this axiom,
and many great
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[8]
rabbinic figures before and after him similarly espoused this principle.
On the other hand, it is difficult to distinguish between knowledge and
theory. Scholarship invariably is accompanied by conscious and
unconscious biases of scholars, some of which may stray from traditional
Jewish thought and belief.
This tension is expressed poignantly in an anecdote cited by Rabbi Joseph
ibn Aknin (c. 1150-c. 1220). After noting the works of several rabbinic
predecessors who utilized Christian and Muslim writings in their
commentaries, he quotes a story related by Shemuel Ha-Nagid:
Rabbi Mazliah b. Albazek the rabbinic judge of Saklia told [Shemuel HaNagid] when he came from Baghdad… that one day in [Rabbi Hai Gaon’s]
yeshiva they studied the verse, “let my head not refuse such choice oil”
(Ps. 141:5), and those present debated its meaning. Rabbi Hai of blessed
memory told Rabbi Mazliah to go to the Catholic Patriarch and ask him
what he knew about this verse, and this upset [Rabbi Mazliah]. When
[Rabbi Hai] saw that Rabbi Mazliah was upset, he rebuked him, “Our
saintly predecessors who are our guides solicited information on
language and interpretation from many religious communities—and even
[9]
of shepherds, as is well known!”
All scholarship is valuable, but all scholars are necessarily biased. There
is no easy solution to this dilemma, and rabbinic scholars continue to
[10]
espouse different approaches for the proper balance in this issue.
Sins of Biblical Heroes
In recent years, particularly in Israel, there has been a raging debate
regarding the sins of biblical heroes. One side insists that even ostensibly
egregious sins, such as David and Bathsheba-Uriah (2 Samuel 11),
Solomon and idolatry (1 Kings 11), and others should not be taken at face
value. On the contrary, numerous rabbinic sources insist that these
biblical figures did not violate cardinal sins as the plain sense of the text
suggests.
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Others maintain that the biblical texts speak for themselves. The Bible
exposes the flaws of its greatest heroes, teaching that nobody is above
the law, and nobody is perfect. There also are many rabbinic sources in
support of this position.
In this instance, each side of the debate represents a half-truth.
One group properly teaches a deep sense of awe and reverence for our
heroes, whereas the other group correctly insists that nobody is above
the Torah, and even the greatest figures are vulnerable to sin. Both of
these messages emerge from the biblical texts and rabbinic tradition.
However, people who adopt only one or the other half-truth cannot even
engage with one another. The first group accuses the other of
irreverence, whereas the second group protests that the first ignores the
biblical text and its commentaries, and also justifies the immorality of
religious leaders in the name of tradition.
Responsible rabbis and educators carefully weigh those two halftruths into a balanced picture more in tune with the biblical texts and
rabbinic tradition, teaching that nobody is above the Torah, while
[11]
maintaining proper awe and reverence for our heroes.
Orthodox and Non-Orthodox Jews
Judaism includes the basic tenets of belief in one God, divine
revelation of the Torah, and a concept of divine providence and
reward-punishment. Although there have been debates over the
precise definitions and contours of Jewish belief, these core beliefs
[12]
are universally accepted as part of our tradition.
The question for believing Jews today is: How should we
relate to the overwhelming majority of Jews, who likely do not fully
believe in classical Jewish beliefs? Two medieval models shed light
on this question.
Rambam insists that proper belief is essential. Whether one
intentionally rejects Jewish beliefs, or whether one simply is
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mistaken or uninformed, non-belief leads to exclusion from the
community of believers:
When a person affirms all these Principles, and clarifies his faith in them,
he becomes part of the Jewish People. It is a mitzvah to love him, have
mercy on him, and show him all the love and brotherhood that God has
instructed us to show our fellow Jews. Even if he has transgressed out of
desire and the overpowering influence of his base nature, he will be
punished accordingly but he will have a share in the World to Come. But
one who denies any of these Principles has excluded himself from the
Jewish People and denied the essence [of Judaism]. He is called a heretic,
an epikoros, and “one who has cut off the seedlings.” It is a mitzvah to
hate and destroy such a person, as it says (Ps. 139:21), “Those who hate
You, God, I shall hate” (Introduction to Perek Helek).
For Rambam, belief in the principles of Jewish belief are necessary, and sufficient, to gain afterlife.
Scholars of Rambam generally explain that Rambam did not think afterlife was a reward. Rather, it
is a natural consequence of one’s religious-intellectual development. Although Rambam did not
invent Jewish beliefs, he did innovate this dogmatic position of Judaism being a community of

[13]

believers in a set of propositions.

Professor Menachem Kellner explains that Rambam’s position was not the only rabbinic
response to Jews who do not espouse Jewish beliefs. Ra’avad, Rabbi Simon b. Tzemah Duran, and
Rabbi Joseph Albo maintain that if one makes a well-intentioned error based on a misunderstanding
of sources, that person is wrong but not a heretic. One is a heretic only when one willfully denies a

[14]

principle of faith or willfully affirms a principle denied by the Torah.
Kellner argues that the
majority of medieval rabbinic thinkers support this latter view, rather than the exclusionary

[15]

dogmatic position of Rambam.

Halakhah, of course, defines Jewishness by birth and nationhood, and not by belief. Every Jew is
part of the family even if he or she is mistaken in belief. We ideally want all Jews to learn, observe,
and believe in the Torah and tradition. However, we should not exclude as heretics those who fall

[16]

short unless they intentionally wish to exclude themselves from the community.

The approach espoused by Ra’avad, Duran, and Albo reflects a productive means of addressing
today’s fragmented society from within tradition. We stand for an eternal set of beliefs and
practices, and we embrace and teach all Jews as we build community together.

[17]

Jews and Non-Jews
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The Torah embraces universalistic values that apply to all humanity. All
people are descended from one couple, so there is no room for bigotry
[18]
(Sanhedrin 37a). All people are created in God’s image (Gen. 1:26).
There is a universal morality demanded by the Torah, codified in the
Talmud as the Seven Noahide Laws. The messianic visions of the
prophets foresee that all humanity will one day live in harmony by
[19]
accepting God and the requisite moral life demanded by the Torah.
Simultaneously, God made a singular covenant with the people of
Israel through the Torah. Israel plays a unique role as a “kingdom of
priests and holy nation” (Exod. 19:6), has a separate set of laws revealed
by God, and occupies a central role in the covenantal history between
God and humanity.
Many within the Jewish community focus almost exclusively on the
particularistic elements of tradition, and consequently look down upon all
non-Jews and non-observant Jews. Many other Jews focus almost
exclusively on the universalistic vision of Judaism, ignoring Jewish belief,
law, and values in favor of modern Western values. Needless to say, the
respective espousing of half-truths again leads to rifts within the
community.
Tradition teaches a sensitive balance of universalism and
[20]
particularism.
The Torah has a special vision for Jews and
simultaneously embraces all of humanity in an effort to perfect
[21]
society.
Conclusion
We have seen several areas where traditional scholarship can build
bridges between half-truths that divide people. Within the Orthodox
world, reverence toward heroes and the Sages must be balanced with
fidelity to the biblical text, commitment to prophetic integrity, and
commitment to truth in scholarship. In relating to non-observant or nonbelieving Jews, we must espouse and teach traditional belief and
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observance, but not exclude those who are not yet fully connected. The
Torah teaches both particularistic and universalistic values, and it is
critical to adopt both in a faithful religious worldview. This position
enables believing Jews to sincerely love all humanity and to long for
universal morality and harmony.
It is easier to espouse a half-truth than to struggle for the whole
truth. The perils of this approach are not theoretical, but an unfortunate
and avoidable part of our current reality. It is up to the disciples of the
wise to build the ideological basis for increasing peace in the world by
upholding and promoting the eternal values of the Torah.
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